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Eat food.
Not too much.
Mostly plants.
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In Defense of
Software: A
Developer’s
Manifesto
Write software.
Not too much.
Mostly pure functions.
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Rocket Scienc
An educational mini-app
for predicting solid rocket
motor thrust.
Instructions to client:
“Write a small proxy application capturing an
algorithm that plays an important role in your
production application.”
“Write the proxy app exactly as you would the day
before you met us.”

Result:
A procedural Fortran 90 code in which subroutines
with 0-1 arguments collectively use one common
module containing approximately 40 public module
variables.
Goals:
To demonstrate an evolutionary approach for
refactoring the proxy app using modern programming
paradigms.
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To use the process as a case study in a training course.
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Programming Paradigms

Functional
Programming

Object-Oriented
Programming

Parallel
Programming

What is a pattern in one language might be a feature in another
language, including a future version of the same language.
Thus, patterns might be strong candidates for future inclusion in the
language: some aspects of the current considerations for generic
programming resemble programming by contract.

Programming
by contract

A Functional Programming Pattern
The Pattern:
Write pure, including elemental,
functions.
Associate names with expressions,
including function references.
Construct whole objects with generic
interfaces serving as user-defined structure
constructors —> no setters.
Write expressions based on pure userdefined operators.
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A Functional Programming Pattern
The Benefits:
Clarity: the reader sees inputs map to
outputs without reading the interface.
Robustness*: associating with expressions
provides immutable state with clear,
limited scoping.
Performance: only pure procedures may be
invoked inside do concurrent blocks,
easier to write asynchronous parallel code,
+ other potential optimizations.
* This reduces or eliminates whole categories
of errors that arise form the traditional
declare-and-define pattern, e.g., no more
mistaken use of uninitialized data or
mistakenly overwriting data.
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A Functional Programming Pattern
The Roadblocks:
Functions can only have one result.
Producing output for debugging is
cumbersome.
If copies replace mutations, memory could
be used inefficiently.
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Rocket Scienc
An educational mini-app
for predicting solid rocket
motor thrust.
Steps to go from software archaeology to modernity:
Set up a git repository.
Add an fpm manifest.
Establish a reference implementation:
main —> function
Set up a test suite using Vegetables.
Define GitHub Actions for
Automating continuous integration testing.
Generating ford documentation.
Deploying documentation to GitHub Pages.
Convert module variables to dummy arguments with intent.
Separate procedure interface bodies (in modules) from
procedure definitions (in submodules).
Convert subroutines to pure functions:
intent(in): no change.
intent(out): encapsulate in a derived type result.
intent(inout) —> intent(in) + result component.
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Synergies at the Intersection
Pure function
results

Functional
Programming

Object-Oriented
Programming

Parallel
Programming

Patterns resolve tensions in program design:
Using objects as function results resolves the tension between needing
multiple results but only being allowed one.
This approach often also leads to a natural encapsulation strategy: if one
procedure produces multiple values, it’s likely those values are related
in a way that makes a reasonable choice of abstractions.

Programming
by contract

FEAT
Framework for Extensible
Asynchronous Task
Scheduling
Execution:
In each team, establish one scheduler image and one
or more compute images.
Schedulers post task_assigned events to compute
images in an order that respects dependencies in a
directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Compute images post ready_for_next_task events to
scheduler.
A task_payload_map_t abstraction maps task task
identifiers to locations in a payload_t mailbox coarray.
Initial target applications:
NASA’s Online Tool for the Assessment of Radiation in
Space (OLTARIS)
NCAR’s Intermediate Complexity Atmospheric Research
(ICAR) model: work-sharing/work-stealing.
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Fortran Package Manager: parallel builds.
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UML Sequence Diagra

FEATS Module Dependency DAG

FEATS Parallel Traversal of the FEATS DAG

UML Class Diagram with a Simple Contrac
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Formal constraint expressed
in UML’s Object Constraint
(OCL)

Application_t Interface & Implementation

Application Construction

Asser
A simple yet slightly nonobvious assertion utility
for Fortran 2018
Goals:
To promote contract enforcement via
runtime constraint checking.
To mitigate a commonly cited reason for not
writing pure procedures: difficulty
production output.
To facilitate toggling assertions on or off for
debugging or production builds,
respectively.
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Asser
A simple yet slightly nonobvious assertion utility
for Fortran 2018
Approach:
Express constraints in logical expression as
actual arguments to a pure assert
subroutine.
Execute error stop upon assertion
failure.
Bracket all executable statements in in the
assert() subroutine by a conditional
evaluation of a parameter logical
ASSERTIONS variable
—> facilitate dead-code removal optimization
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results
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Parallel
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Programming
by contract

Assertions

Asser
A simple yet slightly nonobvious assertion utility
for Fortran 2018
Approach:
Express constraints in logical expression as
actual arguments to a pure assert
subroutine.
Execute error stop upon assertion
failure.
Bracket all executable statements in in the
assert() subroutine by a conditional
evaluation of a parameter logical
ASSERTIONS variable
—> facilitate dead-code removal optimization
Optionally output diagnostic data as scalar
default character expression stop codes.
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Synergies at the Intersection
Diagnostic
output

Pure function
results

Functional
Programming

Object-Oriented
Programming

Parallel
Programming

Asynchronous
events

Programming
by contract

Assertions

Abstract Calculus Pattern
Standard semantic requirement:
operands must have the
intent(in) attribute.
—> not merely syntactic sugar.

User-de ned, purely functional operators

A nudge in the direction of
functional programming?
Performance implication: fully
asynchronous expression evaluation

u_t = -(.grad.p)/rho + nu*(.laplacian.u) -(u.dot.(.grad.u))

even with communication.
Image control happens in the one
non-functional step: the assignment.

Distributed objects
www.yourwebsite.com
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One of the very few Black women's studies books is entitled
All the Women Are White; All the Blacks Are Men, But Some of
Us are Brave.1 I have chosen this title as a point of departure in
my efforts to develop a Black feminist criticism 2 because it sets
forth a problematic consequence of the tendency to treat race and
gender as mutually exclusive categories of experience and analysis.'
In this talk, I want to examine how this tendency is perpetuated
by a single-axis framework that is dominant in antidiscrimination
law and that is also reflected in feminist theory and antiracist
politics.
I will center Black women in this analysis in order to contrast
the multidimensionality of Black women's experience with the single-axis analysis that distorts these experiences. Not only will this
juxtaposition reveal how Black women are theoretically erased, it
will also illustrate how this framework imports its own theoretical
limitations that undermine efforts to broaden feminist and ant Acting

Professor of Law, University of California, Los Angeles Law School.
Gloria T. Hull, et al, eds (The Feminist Press, 1982).
For other work setting forth a Black feminist perspective on law, see Judy ScalesTrent, Black Women and the Constitution: Finding Our Place, Asserting Our Rights
(Voices of Experience: New Responses to Gender Discourse), 24 Harv CR-CL L Rev 9
(1989); Regina Austin, Sapphire-Bound!,forthcoming in Wisc Women's L J (1989); Angela
Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory (unpublished manuscript on file
with author); and Paulette M. Caldwell, A Hair Piece (unpublished manuscript on file with
author).
The most common linguistic manifestation of this analytical dilemma is represented
in the conventional usage of the term "Blacks and women." Although it may be true that
some people mean to include Black women in either "Blacks" or "women," the context in
which the term is used actually suggests that often Black women are not considered. See, for
example, Elizabeth Spelman, The Inessential Woman 114-15 (Beacon Press, 1988) (discussing an article on Blacks and women in the military where "the racial identity of those identified as 'women' does not become explicit until reference is made to Black women, at which
point it also becomes clear that the category of women excludes Black women"). It seems
that if Black women were explicitly included, the preferred term would be either "Blacks
and white women" or "Black men and all women."

An Underdog

1975-2001

2005

2021

A diverse
workforce does
work
differently…
“… Then, out of the blue, Salam says to Jim: ‘One day, when your people
do physics, it will be like jazz.’
What a great compliment, an af rmation and acknowledgment of the
improvisational, inclusive, cultural, and intellectual contributions of this
music called jazz.
—Stephon Alexander (The Jazz of Physics, p. 231) quoting physics Nobel
laureate Abdus Salam as relayed by physicist Jim Gates.

“It occurred to me by intuition, and music was the driving force
behind that intuition. My discovery was the result of musical
perception.
— Albert Einstein (when asked about his theory of relativity)
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… and does different work
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